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Welcome to Apes Token, where the apes finally get enough 
bananas! Apes is a community token with significant reflections. 
Apes holders earn up to 8% bananas (reflections) by holding and 
tweeting about $APES. 70% of all tokens will be made available via 
presale or DEXes.

Apes token offers a unique and innovative use case: Shilling 
Reflections (Bananas). By rewarding all apes for their token shilling 
with bananas, Apes Token provides a unique use case to all online 
influencers. We will also expand to the MetaVerse and provide in-
game NFTs.

Contract (BSC): 0x4c2a5a1a4b01d293affaa4739f884d7a905a5a8f



Apes has a 10% buy and sell tax that is distributed 4/4/2 to holders, 
the community and the marketing/dev wallets. Holders get 4% just 
for holding. The community that actively shills the token gets 
another 4%. Therefore, the community can get up to 8% or more! 
Marketing and devs get 2% to fund the project. 



Apes Token directly integrates social media into the
Binance blockchain to pay community reflections. 
Community members who promote Apes Token 
automatically get detected by the algorithm and receive 
payouts from our smart contract on a weekly basis. The 
more you shill the more you get!

The community ranking is updated every 15 minutes and 
visible on the main website: https://www.apestoken.io/



1. Tweet with the following keywords: @ApesTokenIO OR 
(@apestokenio AND $apes) OR (@apestokenio AND 
#ApesToken)

2. Our algorithm will automatically detect and rank your 
shilling*

3. Send a DM to @ApesTokenIO containing your public wallet 
address for payouts from your own twitter account used 
for shilling.**

4. You will receive weekly payouts depending on your shill 
rank!

* The algorithm relies on the Twitter API and may be subject to error. There is no legal recourse.
** The wallet must be able to receive ERC20/BEB20 tokens on binance smart chain.



70% Market (presale and locked liquidity)

10% Cross-chain launch & additional liquidity (locked)

10% Marketing (not locked to be used for marketing)

10% Developers (partly locked)



The team consists of two experienced European crypto developer 
and marketing apes who have a lot of experience in apeing into 
tokens themselves. They have already developed launched 100x 
tokens in the past and are active in crypto since 2017.

TG: @peterape TG: @apesdev 



Name Apes Token
Symbol $APES
Total supply 1,000,000,000
Launch price 1,450,000 = 1 BNB (ca. 0.00037 USD)
Tax 10%
Slippage 11%
Blockchain Binance Smart Chain
Contract 0x4c2a5a1A4B01d293aFfaA4739F884d7a905A5A8f
Launch date December 2021

Website https://www.apestoken.io
Twitter https://twitter.com/apestokenio
Telegram http://t.me/apestokenio
Reddit https://www.reddit.com/r/apestoken
Block explorer https://bscscan.com/token/0x4c2a5a1A4B01d293aFfaA4739F884d7a905A5A8f

Contact apestokenio@gmail.com






